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A STUDY OF 17727-777TATORK-TTME 
DI3TRIUTION CHARACT=TICS TO DETEVINE 
THE EXISTENCE OF A TYPICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Peul Harold Friednan 
#BSTRAOT 
The characteristics of an operator's work pattern must be known 
before time study can be placed on a theoretically sound scientific faun-
datien. Therefore the objective of this thesis Is to study the charac-
teristics of experimental work-tiee frequency distributions and to deter-
mine the existence of a typical distribution fr statistically stable 
operators on a short, manually controlled repetitive operation. The data 
are obtained from two studies of a research project begun at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology under the direction of Doctors Lehrer and Moder 
in 1951. 
The experimental distributions are tested for statistical stability. 
Only stable distributions are used in further avelyticel work which in-
clude the calculation of the mean, variance, skewness, and peakedness of 
each distribution as well as the fitting of the Normal, Log Normal, and 
Pearson Type III curves to each distribution. 
In view of the experieeetel situation, it seems reasonable to con-
clude that there is a theoretical work-time distribution which typifies 
work-time phenomena for this type of activity. This theoretical work-time 
distribution appears to hame the following characteristics: 
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1. It differs significantly from the Normal Curve. 
2. It is positively skewed. 
3. Its peakedness is greater than that of the Normal 
Curve. 
4. It can be reasonably approximated by a Pearson Type 
Curve. 
The various curve functions that were fitted to the thesis data in-
dicate that the Normal Curve and the Poisson Curve do not adequately fit 
the data, that the Log Normal CUrve does fit part of the data, and that 
the Pearson Type III Curve fits a, substantial portion of the data. 
These conclusions should be viewed in light of the limitations of 
the present investigation. The sample sizes range for individua] work-
time distributions from 125 to 150 in Study ..rie from 70 to 92 in Study 
B. Because of the criteria of statistical stability, the number of dis-
tributions analyzed is limited to six from Study A and seven from Study 
B. A further limitation on the conclusion is that the operation is 
manually controlled and the cycle times are relatively short. Also, the 
operators seem to be highly motivated. In Study A, the shortness of the 
overall cycle time in conjunction with the stop watch limitations prevent 
the elimination of all foreign elements to the standard method. The 
foreign elements are more readily eliminated with the nzicromotion study 
since the film can be viewed repeatedly and at a slower rate than the 
original operation. 
It is recommended that another film be taken of the same operation 
in which a large sample size is recorded for each operator in as short a 
time interval as possible in order to minimize variation of operator pace 
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during the observation period. It is further recommended that the dis-
tributions from the proposed film be tested for stability. If found to 
be stable, the distributions should be fitted to the Normal, Log Normal, 
Pearnon Type III, and other suitable curves to test the hypothesis forLI-a,- 
1pted at the concluson of thA3 th asis that the igork-time distributions 





Mork--Tim Frequency Distributions.--Since the human being is not an auto-
maton, he cannot repeatedly perform a given task in identical time inter-
vals. These time intervals may vary according to some predictable pat-
tern, or they may vary in an erratic manner. If times Obtained from a 
given task are plotted on a graph with the occurrence frequency of each 
time interval as the ordinate and the time scale as the abscissa, a work-
time frequency distribution will result. This distribution, upon the 
application of statistical techniques, will reveal the pattern of perfor-
mance if one exists. The discovery of the existence of a typical work 
pattern would be helpful to the theory of industrial psychology as well 
as the theory of industrial engineering. 
Research on this subject was begun in the School of Industrial 
Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology under the direction 
of Doctors Lehrer and Moder in 1951. The dbjectives of the study have 
been to analyze statistically the worker's performance at a given task in 
order to gather basic information about the work-.time performance pattern. 
The Operation Studied.--The operation selected for this project was the 
manual assembling of a ball point pen. The parts for each assembly were 
1. barrel and clip sUh-asseMbly„ 2. writing unit, 3. drive nut, and 
4. ferrule. The operation consisted of the following elements: 
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1. Get barrel 
2. Place barrel in fixture 
3. Get writing unit 
4. Place writing unit in barrel 
5. Get drive nut 
6. Place drive nut on barrel 
7. Get ferrule 
8. Place ferry* over drive nut 
9. Remove complete unit from fixture 
10. Place complete unit in staking machine 
11. Stake ferrule to secure assembly 
12. Aside assembled unit to box 
Each hand performed identical and simultaneous. motions. Therefore, two 
units were assembled during each cycle. 
Although this operation had been standardised, some of the nineteen 
operators studied varied in the placement of the barrels and the asiding 
of the completed assemblies. However, each operator maintained a constant, 
though different, method. The operators did not work under a financial 
waL,:e incentive, but they did have a standard or goal that the company ex-
pected them to reach each day. This provided an incentive since failure 
to reach this pre-determined goal could possibly have resulted in transfer 
or lay-off. The operators seemed highly motivated and regarded their job 
as one involving prestige. 
Previous Studies.--In connection with this project, Lind (1) investigated 
variations in the raw, unadjusted work times through a stop watch study. 
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Because of the shortness of the overall cycle time and the limitations of 
a stop watch, Lind recommended that an extensive micromotion study - be made 
of the same operation in order that variations from the standard method 
might be more easily detected. Taft (2) performed this micromotion study 
by taking eight film shots of each operator at one hour intervals. Be-
cause of mechanical failure in the drive mechanism of the camera l some of 
the shots were discarded. The remaining film was analyzed frame by frame. 
Cycles showing defective parts„)changes in method, the asiding of a hand,. 
ful of parts, or the obtaining of a new supply of parts were removed from 
the study. This left an average of ten usable cycles for each film shot. 
Since most of the method variations occurred in the last element, 
the total cycle time was reduced by the time involved in this last element 
to make the data more consistent and was referred to by Taft as the modi-
fied cycle time. It was impossible to remove the time for the last ele-
ment in Lindts data due to the manner in which the data were Obtained. 
the theses by Lind (1) and Taft (2) based on these two studies, 
it was concluded that the work-time frequency distributions of all the 
operators studied were positively skewed. This lead to the general hy-
pothesis that there is a distribution pattern which will typify the distri-
butions of all statistically stable operators performing short cycled 
manual operations. The above stated hypothesis will be tested for the 
specific operation used in the two previous studies, and the data for this 
thesis will be taken from these two studies. 
LITnATT= 
riticisA of CurreA Practice 
zany people in the field nre of the opinion that before time study 
can be classified as even approaching a science, there mest be only one 
raethod used and that method M4St be theoretically sound, reliable, and 
valid. There are several methods for conducting a time study in use to-
day. The advocates of almost all of the methods each claim accurate 
scientific results. With each of the large nuMber of methods in use 
yiciding different results, all of then cannot be valid. Davidson as-
serts, 
There are such significant differences among the three 
systeme Dork Factor, Methods Time Measurement, and 
Haines' Method] that if any one of them might be accurate, 
the other two cannot be....All are equally suspect, and 
until the advocates of some one of them can produce ob-
jective evidence o' accuracy we prefer to regard all the 
claims with some skepticism. (3) 
One or the greatest reasons for Mee  study beim! unscientific is 
the subjective rating or norealizin7 of the observed data. ',Tech is being 
done to indoctrinate time study men into using the same performance stan-
dards both within a company and within an industry. This viill promote 
consistency, but it will not remove the original subjectivity in deter ,. 
mining the standard. Mundel (Li) takes a step forward in decreasing adb-
jectivity in rating by dividing the rating process into first comparing 
the performance with a standard rate of activity and then comparing the 
job difficulty with that of the agreed standard. This certainly decreases 
the degree of subjectivity, but subjectivity is still present in establi 
ing the original standard and in app1yin the two steps in the rating tech-
nique. The theoretical foundation for this procedure, as for all other 
known procedures is also questionable since the phenomena of work-time 
variations are not adequately understood. 
Another questionable practice in use today is the arbitrary dis-
carding of extreme values found in the observations. Presgrave states, 
Any recording that is beyond the normal range cannot be 
ignored with safety....Uhusually low timings...may provide 
the key to the whole steely. Unusually high timings are 
often caused by fuebles, but also may be an indication 
of conditions that must be corrected ar taken into the 
standard rate. (5) 
A coremon error is the relying on past or present production figures 
for determining what the standard should be. Presgrave condemns this prac-
tice by stating, "...output is not necessarily a true measure of speed and 
that an operation done in two different ways provides scientific pur-
poses, a siteetion that is no different from that created by two entirely 
different operations." (6) 
The use of standard data will reduce the errors found in other 
methods, but it introduces another error which might be of equal consequence. 
This error relates to the implied additiveness of elements. Certain ele-
ments by their inherent nature have, in varying degrees, an interaction 
with the preceding and following elements. Thus, there are many elements 
which are not additive. 
rk Per .r'oreance 
Workers on the same jdb differ in their work methods for various 
reasons. Some of these are psychological and physiological differences, 
utilizing their own developed secret eethod, and differences in training. 
Even difference 	pace may affect the work method. Sometimes it is 
easier to uee one method utilizing fewer restraining muscles while work- 
slowly, and to use an entirely different method utilizing more re-
straining muscles while working rapidly. Presgrave has made a good 
analogy to this situation in comparing a baseball player to an industrial 
worker by stating that a ball player, 
Running leisure 1 ..can follow the diamond-shaped course 
exactly. Running at tcp speed he is forced to follow a 
curved course or else lose time by plus and minus ac-
celerations at the bases. Speed necessitates a change 
in the runner's method. In fact the faster he runs the 
farther he runs.... (7) 
Influences nliotk-Times.--Work times are subject to many outside influences 
which affect the times even more than random chance factors. These in-
fluences may either aid or hinder by lowering or raising the work-times. 
llberg states, "Examples of aids are spurts, learning a better method, 
incitement (warming-up effect), a sharper or better tool, etc. 'e;xamples 
of hindrances are fatigue, boredom, illness, annoyances, distractions, a 
duller or poorer tool, material changes, etc." (8) These aids and hin- 
ces, or assignable causes as they are often called, should be elimi-
nated as much as possible from a time study unless the aids can be fully 
and consistently utilized and unless the hindrances are inherent in the 
work. 
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Restriction of output is another vital influence on work tiles. 
Miber7 states, ",'ich misreixesentation generally occurs either as a varia-
tion from the standard method, or as a gensral slowing down of the move-
ments, or as a combination :If variation Lld slowing dawn." (2) On the 
other hand to explain the decre -aent phenomenon, Davis and Josselyn hy-
pothesize, "The operator uses the sa ,:e work method and continues to work 
at the sane rate of speed whenever the operation is performed, but intro-
duces more and longer stopca-sos...." (10) Thls hypothesis was formulPted 
when their study of a repetit!.ve assembly operation revealed that the 
effective time for performing each element did not vary significantly 
throughout the hours of the -ay, but that the productionvaried si:mifi-
cantly throughout the day in the form of a work decrement pattern. They 
further state that broductivity may be increased by decreasing personal 
delays and not solely by decreasing the effective operation time. 
Factors afluencin:; Pace. 7fundel describes the factors influencing the 
work pace when he states, 
The actual pace of performance observed [assuming external 
factors do not change] aust be understood to be a function 
of the skill, familiarity with work, aptitude for the work 
and exertIon at tiIe work of the operator, but these vari-
ables are hardly separably identifiable. 
Skill is taken to can proficiency at following a given 
muscular pattern. Pace is taken to mean rate of muscular 
activity....The operator's aptitude determines how fast 
a pace he can maintain, or how long a period it takes 
him to acquire the skill required for a rapid pace.... 
Familiarity refers to the exposure of the operator to 
opportunity to utilize his aptitude to acquire skill and 
affects maximum potential pace. (11) 
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It mieht be important to recognize tha notivation is omitted by .7undel 
as an influencing factor on the pace. Motivation will influence, to a 
certain extent, the exertion of an operator at a given job. 
Wiberg suggests three factors as influencing pace: motivation, 
habituation, and aptitude. (12) As there should be, there are over-
lappings of some of the factors mentioned by Mundel and Wiberg. All of 
these factors and possibly many others certainly have an effect on the 
perfornance pace. 
Need for Research 
Fallacies in Previous Research.--Much research has been undertaken to im-
prove the reliability of time study. Some of the researchers have made 
definite contributions to this purpose, but others have allowed their 
imaginations to lead them to the drawing of unfounded conclusions based 
on insufficient or unreliable data. Davidson states, "...the arbitrary 
imposition of a rule on a set of experimental data has been one of the 
most unfortunate improvisations in the development of time study." (13) 
Davidson further says, "...the collection and manipulation of data 
according°, to some superficially presumed relationship is an inadequate 
stimulation of the scientific method." (1) Presgrave enforces this by 
saying, 
...there is always the danger of drawing analogies„ which 
must not be carried too far, no matter how interesting 
the speculation to which they give rise. At the same 
time there are undoUbtedly certain basic rules which, 
recognized and applied with discretion, will go far in 
organizing our thinking and in defining and directing 
procedure. (15) 
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'110,Ler fallacy occurring La come of the previous studies is the 
bast; of researcn on past production records or on ,previous time studies 
eic% yore not aade for ressarch purposes. Since the researcher knows 
little ;foo -lt rronridlng circu;Ist--, ,Jc,s Jr other external influences which 
-11 -ht have been orescnt when the past production was being 2erfarred or 
when the ti: 	tJdies 7:ere 2orformed, Lhese fi guresare of little use to 
him, Time t.t,:Ilics for research 2nroses require a fine degree of accuracy 
and a close obs:lyvation of vaitiations in method, as well as an account of 
er7erime.atal conditions present at the time of the sZ,udy. 
Exolorin! Yew Areas.--The elimination of subjectivity :lust be accomplished 
if time stuqy is ever to be reliable. So far, no one has been able to 
measure a perfor:]ance objectively or to objectively d etermine what nor-
mality is. This is virgin territory as far as research is concerned be-
cause of the formidable problem and the experimental difficulty that would 
be incurred. 
3uffa suggests that a national performance standard should be devel,- 
oned. Such a standard would do for performance rating exactly what the 
platinum-iridium bar has done for linear measurement." (16) The Society 
for the Advance7lant of 	aement has been conducting a project along 
these lines by setting up a series of loti_on picture filps de2icti,„: the 
normal pace in several areas. This standard miht show a hiffn industrial 
practicality in supplyin4; consistent data even though the subjective judg-
ment used in establishing the standard might be inaccurate. 
Perfor"nce-time phenomena, a comparatively new area of research, 
is being studied at the Ohio State University. It is hoped that this 
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study 	lead to the ,:evelopment of nag concepts and operationally 
valid net o=ia." (17) 7,:.3:sellroh 	sinilsr lines was initiated in 1951 
at the Gt:oria Ihstitute of Technolov- under the airection of Lehrer and 
oder. In this project, Lind 	',aft (2), under separate studies of 
the sane operation, ttatistically anslyzed war:c-ti -1 distributf_ons Ob-
tained from stop watch tu1Le ani microlotion studies respective4. 
22221111)L_LAalstical Informatio  .--The abstract nature of translatinL; 
data into a practical standard has been a sore spot for time study prac-
titioners, "...whereas his fell ol scientific research workers have turned 
to statisti_cs." (L:1-) Troer7 infers that if tile study is to be scientific, 
it :11.13t be analyzed by itsin statistics and industrial psycholo!y. The 
variations occurring in repeated performances should be analy-zed to deter-
mine the causes. This can rsost easily be done from a statisticsl approach. 
(19) To further ealphasize the need for statistical inforletion„ Presgrave 
states that he lEcessary estimating of operator speed exists because of 
a lack of statleUcal inforatioa rather than the lack of scientific in-
strunts. (20) 4ith the dr sighted outlook of these len in mind, it is 
apparent that ',Lore statistical information of the worker's performance 
times must be .:atlerod and af-24zed in ins fart of research if we re to 
advalice tine stud - Dethado1o. 
Statistics as ari ild 
Leterninin Parent Posulations.--it 	itvossible to det:::rmine what the 
enact parent population of a performance tie should be, but statistics 
can give us a practical and reliable estimate of this population. Pres-
grave states, "If it were possible to obtain a broad enough sampling of 
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any opPratioa, there would be no need for anything but the routine record-
inc o 	-in." (21) Thus, iP-ae can detain an insight of the parent popula- 
tion and d ,, teraine the distribution of the sampling statistic within that 
populatior, the ruble of normalizing will be resolved. 
11bera infers a parert population for particular types of job per-
formances in developing araphs and distributions for these types of per-
formances. (22) lombera states the opinion that Vilberg‘s graphs and dis-
tributions have their principal value in the fact that, "...this is the 
first time an effort has been Jade to apply the methods of statistical 
inference to time study analysis on an inferential basis rather than 
merely as a descriptive attempt to summarize data." (23) 
Ilmtiulti2ELIEp1e.--Pluctuations in a sample will occur, if for no 
other reason, because of inherent randomness. romber: .: states, "Since we 
have defined a state of statistical control as a balanced constant chance 
cause systen, we can always expect fluctuations in sample time studies. 
However, these fluctuations should be aredictahle from probability theory." 
(2/1) 4, sample may also fluctuate because of variations which are d to 
reasons other than randomness. Needless to say, these variations which 
arise from assignable causes should be eliTinated or at least redaced as 
much as possible. 
Utilizing Control Chart Procedures.--The control chart is used to deter-
mine the stability of a process or an operation and to guide the procedure 
of elimination of assignable causes of variations. In defining a control 
chart as it is applied to quality control, Brownlee states, "The statis-
tical quality control chart is a simple means of distinguishing between 
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that part of the variability whichis probably inherent in the process, 
and that part which is due to abnor'al discrete events." (25) Statis-
tical quality control procedures can be applied equally well to work 
measurements. Lehrer points out that statisticel work measurement con-
trol, 
...makes possible the detection of extreme variations in 
rate of production or productivity, and allows concentra-
tion of effort on correction of conditions causing these 
extreme variations. Progressive elimination of assign-
able causes will allot better utilization of industrial 
facilities and eventually a stable pattern of variation 
indicative of the presence of a true 'system of chance 
causes' will become evident. (26) 
The control chart is applicable regardless of the distribution of the 
underlying population because, except for very small samples, sample means 
have an approximately normal distribution. (27) 
Need for Stability.—Unless the cbserved data from an operation is sta-
tistically stable, very little can be gained from this data. Any con-
clusions or inferences drawn from statistically unstable data must be 
viewed with skepticism. This does not mean that such inference are in 
error, but that they are inconclusive, 
The variations which require stabilization are those arising from 
mechanical, physiological and sociological sources. Gomberg warns that 
unless the variations from these sources are stabilized, "It will be 
difficult, if at all possible, to predict any meaningful fixed production 
standard from a time study." (28) 
Statistically stable data is often difficult to obtain through a 
stop match time study. In an analysis of Lind's (1) study, it was found 
that the performance of 14 out of the 19 operators studied were unstable 
and only one operator's performance could be considered completely stable. 
For this reason s Lind recommended that a micromotion analysis be made on 
the same operators used in his study. The film analysis could reveal 
variations that would be undetectable during the course of a stop watch 
tine study and thus should provide more stable data when these assign- 
able variations are removed. 
Distribution Characteristics 
Work-Time Distributions as a Tool.--41berg defines a work-time distribution 
in stating, 
A work-time distribution is defined as a frequency dis-
tribution of a specified number of time values obtained 
through time study as actual and unadjusted watch read-
ings, on an element of repetitive manual work, for the 
purpose of relating the distribution characteristics to 
the various influences which the worker, the work-method, 
and the work-environment exert upon the efficiency of a 
particular work situation. (29) 
He feels that the work-time distribution "...would replace time study 
ratings (leveline,) where they seem too subjective, even when guided or 
checked." (30) The work-time distribution, when fully developed, can 
reveal "...how well any maneal worker is selected, trained, and motivated 
for the work." (31) The work-time distribution is an excellent tool, but 
it appears that there is no evidence that all of the aforementioned in-
formation can be obtained from it. 
Inferences Drawn from Distributions.--Wiberg compares the type of oh- 
tained distribution. with a hman trait. He states, 
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When worktimes are arranged into frequency distribur-
tions...analysis relates the distribution characteris-
tics to the following worker influences, (sic) Skew is 
related to motivation, width is related to habituation, 
and minimum time is related to aptitude. The strong-
er the motivation and habits, and the more suitable the 
aptitudes of the worker are for the work, the greater 
is the skew, the smaller is the width, and the lower 
is the minimum time respectively, for the distriba-
tion. (32) 
Wiherg infers that restriction of output can be detected with the aid of 
a work-time distribution. MAh. a worker secretively misleads a time study 
observer by working at a methodically slower pace, his "...distribution 
tends to lack skew and to show a range smaller than is ideally possible, 
such as where the maximum is less than 50 per cent greater than the mini-
mum time." (33) This is so because a person can approximate the same 
times at a slower pace than at a faster one; however, this is apt to con-
fuse restriction of output with habituation in 1Wibergos distributions. 
Sometimes the inferences drawn from distributions can appear to be 
contradictory because of the level of significance used in the statisticAl 
tests. Rothe illustrates this occurrence in his study of butterwrappers. 
He states, 
All of the distributions were tested for normality accord-
ing to the Chi Squared test....At the one per cent level 
of significance, none of the individual distributions 
differed significantly from normal....Usinz the method 
of beta coefficients to test for skewness and kurtosis, 
the distributions for operators 1, 2, and 7 were signifi- 
cantly leptokurtic. This apparent discrepancy between 
the Chi Square and the beta coefficient tests for nor-
mality may be attributed to the use of the one per cent 
level in the Chi Squared Test,--a procedure that tended 
to make it difficult for the distribution not to be 
normal. (34) 
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Another reason for the discrepancy Rothe found is that various stati 
cal methods used to test normality do not necessarily have the same sta-
tistical efficiency. 
Skewness as a -1'e 'ore of Performance.--Skewness occurs in work-tiae dis-
tributions because at one end of the curve there is a physiological limit 
which may be often approached, but at the other end of the curve there is 
no time limit. Very little can be done to shorten the time, but most 
variations to the standard methed tend to lengthen the time, thus causing 
skewness . Davidson states that the probability of a worker leaving a 
certain type of work would be inversely proportional to his aptitude and 
that natural selection would cause the curves to tend toward skewness. (35) 
dford in his shoe factory study found that distributions of the fast 
workers were positively skewed while those of the slow workers were nega-
tively skewed. (36) On the other hand, Rothe found in his studies that 
the fast workers were not positively skewed nor were the slow workers 
negatively skewed. It must be remembered, however, that Rothe stated, 
"There were so many slight variations in techniques among the operators 
that a detailed motion analysis was infeasible for the present purpose," 
(37) With variations in method, any inferences drawn are inconclusive. 
Lind (1) and Taft (2) in their respective sttelies found that practically 
all of the workers distributions were positively skewed. This seems to 
enhance Wiberg's suggestion that a skewed distribution indicates motiva-
tion as it is the writer's opinion that the workers used in Lind's and 
Taft's studies were highly motivated. 
Presgrave is of the opinion that the skewness which shows u' is not 
always inherent. He says, "In practically every case it is possible to 
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visualize, or even detect, the existence of some secondary characteristic 
or of some inhibiting factor either of which woeld distort the curve." (39) 
This statement recalls the need for stability before accurate conclusions 
may be drawn. If a stable operation indicates skewness, there is a very 
great likelihood that the skewness is inherent since stability infers 
that variations in performance times are due only to random chance causes, 
and that there are no assignable causes for variations in performance 
present. 
Conclusion 
The lack of knowledge concerning the performance-time pattern in-
dicates that basic research should be conducted to discern as much as 
possible about this phenomenon. Some information has already been gather-
ed, but there is a great deal more to be learned. In the writer/5 opinion, 
there is sufficient experimental evidence to conclude that the work-time 
distributions of statistically stable operators are positively skewed. 
With this established, the next area for research should be to find out 
quantitatively how skewed the distributions are and what effect the ef-
ficiency of the worker has on the amount of skew. In further search for 
the characteristics of the work-time pattern, the degree of peakedness 
should also be ascertained quantitatively. Next, the existence of a 
typical curve which would statistically represent the performance-time 
distribution should be determined. For the conclusions drawn from such 
a study to be meaningful, the data should he drawn from a large sauple 
and should be taken from statistically stable distributions. 
CHAPTER III 
OBJECTIVE 
Since the phenomena of work-ti Te patterns are not adequately 
understood, it would be helpful to obtain as much information as pos-
sible concerning them. Certain portions of the work-time pattern are 
studied in this thesis. An investigation is made of the characteris-
tics of an operator's work pattern for a specific operation which is 
short, reoetitive„ and manually controlled. The objective of this thesis 
is: 
(1) To test the hyposthesis that there is a work-time 
distribution pattern which will typify the statis-
tically stable distributions of operators perform-
ing short cycled manually controlled operations. 
(2) To determine the moments of statistically stable 
work-time distributions from operators on a short, 




Data for this thesis was taken from the studies conducted by Lind 
(1) aryl Taft (2) of the manual asseMbly of a ball point pen. Since 
there was a chaning of operators from one shift to another and a slight 
labor turnover during the period between the two studies, the numerical 
designation of operators in Tattle study did not conform to that in 
Lindts study. The numerical designations of the two studies were made to 
conform by introducing a coded system consisting of four characters. The 
first character, A or 3, represented study A or Study Ti respectively, and 
indicated frar wfich study the particular distribution came. The second 
character, 1, 2, or 3, corresponded to the shift in which the operator 
was working at the tine the study was nade. The third character, from 1 
to 19, referred to the operator number assigned by Lind or Taft in their 
respective studies. The fourth character was an alphabetical letter which 
was assiEned to an individual ope rator. Then an operator appeared in hoth 
studies, the fourth character in the nunerical designation of the operator 
was the same in both studies. This coding appears as Table 1. 
Stability.--The stability of the distributions in the stop watch study, 
hereafter called Study A, was determined by interpretation of the control 
charts developed by Lind. The criteria for instability as used in this 
thesis were 1. points out of t1 three-sigma control limits, 2. si gnificant 
1 ,r3 
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Table 1. Numerical Comparison of Operators in 
3t114y 	-aith 6t116. 
C.3.1.U.1)1 S'n-1:1 3 
jipr. No. ;:ssii,ned 
By Lind oded By Taft Coded 
aW 
2 A1-2B 14 ..31-4B 
A1-30 AM OW 
4 A1-4D 1 B 1-1D 
111-E 2 B1-2E 
A1-6F B1-5F 
7 A1-7G 7 B1-7G 
8 A2-8H 8 B2-3B 
9 A2-9J 1,3 B2-13J 
10 A2-10X 9 B2-9K 
11 A2-111, 
12 A2-12M 10 .92-10M 
13 A3-13N 19 133-19N 
114. A3-14P 16 !33-16P 
15 A3-15Q 18 B3-18Q 
16 A3-16R 17 ;33-17R 
17 A3-17S 14 33_145 
18 A3-13T 15 B3-15T 
19 A3-19U 
olot 	 .1100 3 B1-3V 
6 Z1-64 
MID 	 180 32-111 
400 	 40 12 E2-12Z 
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runs of eight or more consecutive paints on one side of the roman ,  or 
3, trends during the period stwiied. 
The analysis of variance was used to deteralne the stability of 
the distributions in the micromotion study, hereafter called Study B, by 
comparing the variance of the time values within each shot to the variance 
of the shot averages. As shorn in Table 12 in the Appendix, a teonletion 
was made of the sum of the individlial cycle times per shot as well as the 
sum of the squares of the indiviidual cycle times per shot. 
The summation of the individual cycle times for each shot was 
squared and designated as "T i" in further analytical work. The other 
symbols used in the analysis of variance were: 
Sum of cycle times for an operator 
ni Number of cycles in a shot 
N 	Total number of cycles for an operator 
X . Individual cycle where "i" designates the film shot and Rj" designates the cycle 
within the shot 
Sample calculations for operator B2-1011, as well as formulae used 
in the computations, are shown in Figure :i1 in the Appendix. Only the 
data from distributions which exhibited stability were used in further 
analytical procedures. The raw times, in frames, were used in the analy-
sis of variance, but the raw times were coded into intervals of ten or 
multiples of ten frames for the remainder of the calculations to make the 
data less vole i nous 
Moments.--The work times of the stable operators, as individuals and as 
a group, were tabulated according to frequency of cycle tomes occurring 
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within tine intervals.' These tabulations appear as Tables 10 and 11 in 
the Appendix. From these tabulations, the seen, variance, skeeeess, and 
peakedness for each distribution were calculated according to the procedure 
shown in Figure 15 in the Appendix. The statistic "a", mean deviation 
divided by standard deviation, was used as a measure of peakedness since 
the sample size was less than 200. (39) 
Skewness and peakedness were then checked for normality by use of 
confidence level tables. (39) ), 
Curve-FittLns.--The experimental work time distributions of stable opera-
tors, as individuals and as a group (See Tables 10 and 11 in the Appendix), 
were fitted to a Normal curve having the formula 
2 
7 1  
6-1'2 rr' 
and tested for goodness of fit by use of the Chi-Squared test. Sample 
calculations are shown in Figure 16 in the Appendix. The probability 
level of the fit was determined by the use of a nomograph. (40) 
The experimental work-time distributions of stable operators, as 
individu3s and as a group, were fitted to a Log Normal Curve by putting 
the time intervals in terms of logarithms and using "t" values to enter 
normality tables. (41) They were tested for goodness of fit by use of 
the Chi-Squared test. Sample calculations are shown in Figure 17 in the 
Appendix. The probability level of the fit was then determined by the use 
of a nomosraph. (40) 
/
For convenience in the calculations throughout this thesis, all 
times taken from Study A are expressed in hundredths of a minute. 
I 
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The experimental work time distributions of stable operators, as 
individuals and as a group, were tested for a Poisson Curve which has 
two of its parameters, mean and variance, equal. Since the distributions 
of all of the operators hnd these two parameters similioantly differeA„ 
no further tests were made to fit the data to a Poisson Curve. 
Kenney (42) states that if a Pearson Type III curve is to repre-
sent an experimeutal distribution, the moments of that distribution should 





2 — 6 0 
where the symbol 0( 4 represents the peakedness, and the symbol 0( 3 repre-
sents the skewness. Ail of the experimental distributions were tested with 
the above equation and then fitted by use of tables (43) to a Pearson Type 





(1 + —1(3( t) 
2 
    
and tested for goodness of fit by use of the Chi—Squared test. Sample 
calculations are shown in Figure 18 in the Appendix. The probability 
level of the fit WAS then determined by use of a nomograph. (40) 
Plots of the Normal Curve, Log Normal Curve, and Pearson Type III 
Curve were superimposed individually on the histogram of each distribution. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
Stability.--In Study A, only operator N was considered stable from the 
interpretation of the control charts (See Table 2). The stability of 
operators B, E, Q, and R were questionable and could not be conclusively 
classified as either stable or unstable; however, the distributions from 
these operators were used in further analyses. Operator B had all of the 
I-Bars within the three-sigma limits, but had two values outside of the 
limits in the range chart. Operator B had all of the X-Bars within the 
three-sigma limits, but had one value outside of the limits in the range 
chart. Operator Q had one X-Bar out of the three-sigma limits as well as 
one value outside of the limits in the range chart. Operator R had one 
1-Bar out of the three-sigma limits, but all of the range values were with-
in the limits. Operators A, C, F, G, H, J, K, L, 115 Po Sp T, and U seemed 
to display unstable performance because of points out of control, signifi-
cant runs, or significant trends. 
In Study B, wherein the analysis of variance was employed (See 
Table 3), the 0.05 probability level was used as the basis for accepting 
or rejecting the null hypothesis of stability. On this basis the distri-
butions from operators D, E, J, M, Q, R, T, and V were concluded to be 
stable since their between and within film shot variances were not signi 
cantly different even at the 0.20 probability level. The distribution from 
operator P was concluded to be stable since its between and within film 
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2i. 
Table 2. Stability of Distributions from Operators 
in Study A As Determined Through Control Chart Interpretations 
Operator 
	 Stable 	 Remarks 
A1-1A 	 No 	 Out of control 
AI-23 Questionable 	All Vs within limits, 2-range 
values out of limits 
Ai..3C 	 No 	/ 	Out of control, significant rums 	 1, 
Al-?0 Operator changed methods during 
stud 
Al-5E 	 Questionable 	All Vs within limits, 1-range 
value out of limits 
Al-6F 	 No 	 Out of control 
Al-7G No Out of control, significant runs 
A2-8P1 	 No 	 Out of control, significant runs 
A2-9J No Out of control, significant runs 
A2-10K 	 No 	 Out of control, significant runs 
A2-111, No Out of control 
A2-12M 	 No 	 Out of control, significant runs 
A3-13N 	 Yes 	 All Yes and ranges within limits 
A3-MP No Sivificant runs 
A3-15Q 	 Questionable 	1-X out of 117its, 1-ran.,r, value 
out of limits 
A3-16R 	 Questionable 	1-1 out of limits, all range values 
within limits 	 ;t 
A3-17S 	 No 	 Significant runs 
A3-18T No Significant trend 
A3-19U 	 No 	 Significant runs 
Table 3. 	Stability of I) istribtrtions from Operator$ 
in Study B as Determined Through the Analysis of Variance 
Operator •1mts of Squares 
3* 	W* 
rierees of 









































27 0 1a4 	49,4 51 
3 	19 	1,21h 	965 
3 37 787 1,351 
2, 30 323 995 
SAMPLE SIZE TOO STALL 
SAV.P.. LE ,-TIZE TOO 37,-ALL 
h 	16 	7,0h4 1,382 
3 37 7,047 1,174 
7 	58 	3,097 1,240 
7 71 3,372 	696 
6 	63 	4,260 2,790 
7 68 7,622 1,910 
7 	57 	3,656 1,685 
7 73 811 1,031 
4 	37 	5/099 1,071 
7 73 1,331 1,041 








































B - :between film shots 
- Althin individlial film shots 
2 
shot variances were not sienificantly different at the 0.12 probability 
level. The distributions from operators G, H, K, N, S, W, X, and Z were 
concluded to he ., eostable since their between and within film shot vari-
ances were significantly different at the 0.05 probability level. The 
sample size was too snail to perform the analysis of variance on operators 
S and F. 
Only operators ra  and R were Found to be stable in both studies. 
Moments.--Generally, the mean times and the variances in Study B were 
lower than those in Study A. This could possibly be explained by the 
fact that the complete cycle was used In Study A while the modified cycle 
(lest element eliminated) was used in Study D. The values for skewness 
and peakedness did not vary significantly between the two studies. Table 
4 summarizes the four moments of the distributions. The distributions 
for every operator in both studies were positively skewed. The combined 
distributions of all stable operators in Study A and in Study B were 
sufficiently skewed to he significantly different from normal. Three of 
the five stable distributions of individual operators in Study A were 
sufficiently peaked to be significantly different from normal, while two 
of the six stable distributions in Study B were sufficiently peaked to 
be significantly different from normal. The combined distribution of all 
stable operators in Study A was sufficiently peaked to be significantly 
different from normal, but the combined distribution of all stable opera-
tors in Study B was not. 
Curve-Fitting.--The distribution from Operator N in Study A fitted a 
Normal Curve at the probability level of 0.62, while all other distri- 
0.760(3)* 
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1.13( < 1.)* 
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NOTE: Parameters of Study A based on distributions of entire cycle. 
Parameters of Study P based on distributions of cycle with last 
element remomed. 
*
This value is significantly different from normal in that it 
could arise in a sample from a normally distributed universe due to 
chance, the per cent of the time indicated in the parentheses. 
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butions, 	1in the cai:eddis, 1:b1;tion, in Study A fitted the Normal 
'Arm at a p obbiliti level 
	
than 0.10. In Study E t the distri- 
butioa from operator P fitted the Nemal urvc at a i;robabiliti level 
3.12. All other distributicns including the coioinod o-strictien in 
;t- 	3 fitted the for 	Carve at a probability level of 1C-43 th ,4rt 0.10. 
Meitner of the two operators found to be stable in both studies fitted 
the Nor,lal Cur 	ither 	- A or in :tuldv at a probaL 4 1 1 ti 17e2. 
or 0.10. Fi:ure 1-13 show the Itprmal Curve superimposed 3n the reapective 
histograms of the stable operators. 
The distributions from Operators B and N in 3tudy fitted a Log 
Normal rim  at a probability level of 0.32 and 0.74 respectIvely x while 
all other distributions, including tho combined distribution of stable 
operators, in Study A fitted the Log Normal Curve at a probability level 
of less than 0.10. In Study B, operator P fitted the Log Normal Curve at 
a probability level of 0.45. operator R at a probability level of 0.28, 
operator T at a probability levy' of 0.19, and operator M at a probability 
level of 0.16. The distributions from operators J and Q as yell as the 
cosbined distribution fitted the Le -: Normal Curve at a probability icy]. 
of less than 0.10. Of the two operators found to be stable in both 
neither fitted the Log Normal Curve in Study A, but operator I fitted the 
LogNore1 Curve in Itudy 3. Figure l..13 show the Log Roma' "urvr super. 
imposed on the respective histograms of the stable operators. 
The Poisson Curve did not typify any of the distributions since 
none of the distributions had means and variances approximately equivalent. 
In the test equation fur a Pearson 
	
III 'drys set forth by 
Xonne7 (42), all but one of the distributions indicated a Pearson Type III 
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possibility (see Table 5). Therefore each was fitted to this curve. The 
distribution of operator Q in Study A fitted a Pearson Type III Curve at 
a probability level of 0.84, operator M at a probability level of 0.70, 
operator R at a level of 0.34, the combined distribution at a level of 
0.20. The distributions of operators B and E fitted the Pearson Type 
III Curve at a probability level of less than 0.10. In Study B, the 
distribution of operator P fitted this curve at a probability level of 
0.60, operator M at a probability level of 0.50, operator R at a level 
of 0.38, operator Q at a level of 0.15, and the combined distribution at 
a level of 0.36. In Study B, only the distribution from operator J did 
not fit the Pearson Type III Curve. Its skew was too great to attempt 
a fit. Both of the operators who were stable in the two studies fitted 
the Pearson Type III Curve in Study A as well as in Study B. Figures 
1-13 Show the Pearson Type III Curve superimposed on the respective histo-
grams of the stable operators. 
Table 6 summarizes the goodness of fit of the Normal Curve, Log 
Normal Curve, and the Pearson Type III Curve for all the distributions. 
Summary of Results 
Stability.--In Study Al one distribution was considered to be stable, 
while the stability of four distributions was questionable. The other 
fourteen distributions were considered to be unstable. 
In Study B, nine distributions were considered to be stable, eight 
distributions were considered to be unstable. 
Moments.--All work-time distributions were positively skewed. Four of the 
six distributions in Study- A and all of the seven distributions in Study B 
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Table 5. Prellninary Test for Pearson Type ITT Curve 
Operator II 
2 	.4 
2 0( 	,&■ 3 0( - 0 
3 
STUDY A 
A1.2D 4.13 0.15 2.20 
A1-51 4.64 0.93 0.68 
A3-1311 3.23 0.27 0.24 
A3-15Q 4.'79 1.09 0.01 
A3.16R 3.97 0.75 0.26 
ALL 3.93. 0.72 0.26 
STUDT B 
B2-1OM 3.76 1.02 •.1,60 
B2-13J 204.2 2.14 388.10 
B3-15T 3.36 0.81 .1.25 
B3-46P 3.00 0.59 -1.00 
B3-17R 3.75 0.78 .0.33 
B3.1844 4.94 1.13 0.05 
ALL 4.32 1.03 0.54 
Kenney (42) states that if a Pearson Type III is to represent an 
experimental distribution s the moments of that distribution should satis-
fy, at least approximately, the relation 
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Table 6. Probability level of Goodness of Fit for the 
Cltadred Work-Time Distributions to the Normal, 
Log Normal, and Pearson Type III Curves 
Sample 	Normal 	Log Normal 	Person Type III 
Operator 	Size X2 D .F. Prob. X2 D.F Prob. X 4 D.F.Prob.  
STUDY A 
A1-2B 125 	11.3 	5 0.O 	5.9 	5 	0.32 9.6 4 0.04 
k1-5E 125 17.2 6 <0.01 12.7 6 0.04 15.8 5 < 0.01 
A3-13N 150 	4.3 	6 0.62 	3.L 	6 	0.714 3.0 5 0.70 
A3-15Q 150 19.6 5 < 0.01 	10.3 5 0.06 1.4 14 0.814 
A3-16R 150 	15.9 	6 0.01 17.7 	7 	0.01 5.5 5 0.314 
ALL 700 62.6 9 <0.01 	214.3 n 0.01 12.2 9 0.20 
STUDY B 
B2-10M 69 	11.2 	14. 0.02 	6.7 	4 	0.16 2.14 3 0.50 
B2-13J 81 12.6 2 <0.01 7.6 2 0.02 4. 	 OW OM MO MO 	 NOP 
B3-15T 81 	7.3 	3 0.06 	14.9 	3 	0.19 2.9 2 0.24 
B3-1.6p 73 6.0 3 0.12 3.7 14 0.45 1.9 3 0.60 
53-17R 88 	6.8 	3 0.08 	3.9 	3 	0.28 2.0 2 0.38 
B3-18Q 92 15.14 	5 < 0.01 11.4 5 0..04 6.6 4 0.15 
ALL 4814 	73.3 6 < 0.01 	36.7 	7 	(0.01 6.2 6 0.36 
NOTE: X2 - abbreviation for Chi-Squared 
D.F. 	abbreviation for degrees of freedom 
Prob. - abbreviation for probability level 
k!) 
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All Stable Distributions in Study B 
Figure 13. Theoretical Curves Superimposed on Histograms 
of All Stable Operators in Study B 
were sufficiently skewed to be considered significantly different from 
normal. 
Four of the six distributions in Study A and two of the seven 
distributions in. Study B were sufficiently peaked to be considered sig-
nificantly different from normal. 
Curve-Fitting.--One distribution from each study fitted the Normal. Curve 
at a probability level greater pan 0.10. Two distributions from Study 
A and four distributions from Study B fitted the Log Normal Curve at a 
probability level greater than 0.10. None of the distributions from 
either study fitted the Poisson Curve. Four distributions from Study A 
and six distributions from. Stu  ay B fitted the Pearson Type III Curve at 
a probability level of greater than 0.10. The Pearson Type III Curve was 
the only one, of those tried, which fitted the combined distribution of 
all the stable operators in each study. The Pearson Type III Curve was 
the only one of those tried which represented, in Study A and in Study B, 
the distributions of the two operators who were found to be stable in 
both studies. 
See Table 7 for a summary of all results. 
Table 7. 	of Results 
Operator 
Skewness 	Peakedness 	 Curve Fitting 
Probability Dif- 	Probability Dif- Probability of Goodness of Fit 
Stability Level 	erence from Normal erence from Normal 	Normal 	Log-Normal 	Pearson III 





























































































































Stability for distributions from Study A determined by control charts. Reasons for i 116 ta-
bility are significant runs, trends, or more than one point out of control. 
Operator not in this study. 
Sample size not adequate. 
**** 
Values not included because of instability f distributions. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOWENDATIONS 
The present investigation is mainly concerned with the determina-
tion of the statistical characteristics of work-time distributions db-
tained from periodic observation of a number of operators performing a 
short cycled manually controlled operation. The data in this study are 
taken from a larger group of data obtained from a long-range research 
project begun in 1951 by Doctors Lehrer and Moder at the Georgia Institute 
of Technology. The overall project is concerned with the investigation 
of the statistical characteristics of work--time phenomena. The selection 
of data from the project was made on the basis of stability of operator 
performance through the entire work period. 
In view of the experimental situation, it seems reasonable to con-
clude that there is a theoretical work-time distribution which typifies 
work-time phenomena for this type of activity. This theoretical work-time 
distribution appears to have the following characteristics: 
1. It differs significantly from the Normal Curve. 
2. It is positively skewed. 
3. Its peakedness is greater than that of the Normal 
Curve. 
4. It can be reasonably approximated by a Pearson 
Type III Curve. 
The general hypothesis that there is a theoretical worktime dis- 
tribution has seldom been challenged. It has been generally assumed that 
this theoretical distribution closely approximates the Normal Curve. Data 
previously obtained in the research project from which this thesis data 
are drawn indicates that the theoretical distribution differs from the 
Normal Curve. The present investigation clearly indicates that this 
difference is significantly greater than can be explained by chance 
variations. 
The various curve functions that were fitted to the thesis data 
indicate that the Normal Curve And the Poisson Curve do not adequately 
fit the data, that the Log Normal Curve does fit part of the data, and 
that the Pearson Type III Curve fits a substantial portion of the data. 
Specific conclusions are: 
1. For the operation studied, the work-time dis-
tributions can be typified by a Pearson Type III 
Curve. 
2. For the operation studied, the work-time dis-
tributions can not adequately be represented by 
either a Normal Curve or a Poisson Curve. 
3. For the operation studied, the work-time dis-
tributions may possibly be represented by a 
Log Normal Curve. 
The above conclusions should be viewed in light of the limitations 
of the present investigation. The sample sizes range for individual work-
time distributions from 125 to 150 in Study A and from 70 to 92 in Study 
B. Because of the criteria of statistical stability, the number of dis-
tributions analyzed is limited to six from Study A and seven from Study B. 
further limitation on the conclusions is that the operation is manually 
controlled and the cycle times are relatively short. Also, the operators 
seem to be highly motivated. In Study A, the shortness of the overail 
cycle time in conjunction with the stop watch limitations prevent the 
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elimination of all foreign elements to the standard method. The foreign 
elements are more readily eli, ninated with the micromotion sttele since the 
film can be viewed repeatedly and at a slower rate than the original opera-
tion. 
t is therefore recommenr:ed that another film be taken of the same 
operation in which a large sample size is recorded far each operator in 
as short a time interval as Possible in order to minimize variation of 
operator pace during the observation period. The film should be taken 
in the middle of the week and early in the shift in order to eliminate 
the work decrement factor from the data. 
It is further recommended that the distributions from the proposed 
film be tested for stability. If found to be stable, the distributions 
should be fitted to the Normal, Log Normal, Pearson Type III , and other 
suitable curves to test the hypothesis formulated at the conclusion of 
this thesis that the work—time distributitions of statistically stable 
operators on a short cycled manually controlled operation can be typified 




Table 8. Work-Time Frequency Distributions from Stuay A 
:ART SHIFT 
Cycle Time 
Min. x 100 A1-1A A1-2B A1-30 
Operator 





13 4 2 1 5 
A 19 5 6 5 13 
15 1 25 15 1 7 9 24 
16 10 29 28 11 12 26 
17 22 19 15 1 30 12 25 
18 16 12 14 1 23 8 13 
19 28 7 16 14 18 8 
20 12 5 5 5 16 7 3 
21 11 1 11 4 6 8 1 
22 10 1 4 5 2 9 1 
23 4 2 1 12 1 7 
24 3 1 12 2 4 1 
25 5 16 3 2 
26 8 3 
27 3 3 14 1 2 1 
28 1 13 4 2 
29 3 8 1 2 
30 7 1 
31 5 1 
32 1 1 3 
33 3  2 
34 1 1 
35 1 1 
36 3 
37 1 1 
38 1 1 1 
39 1 
40 2 1 
41 1 
TOTA1S 125 	125 	125 	125 	125 	125 	125 
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Mine ac 100 A2-8H A2-9J 
Operator 
A2-10K A2-111, A2-1214 
13. 
4 4 13 
13 2 31 25 27 1 
14 4 42 40 35 8 
15 10 55 50 45 22 
16 16 64 36 54 26 
17 25 39 31 35 43 
IS 21 19 24 23 44 
19 36 13 13 10 33 
20 25 4 18 10 25 
21 20 7 9 7 25 
22 17 5 8 4 14 
23 23 5 4 5 4 
24 22 1 7 
25 10 4 3 2 
26 9 2 1 1 7 
27 10 2 1 4 
28 4 1 3 3 
29 6 1 2 
30 2 1 1 
31 1 1 3 
32 2 1 
33 1 3. 








TOTALS 190 275 275 275 275 
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Table 8. Work--Tine Frequency Distributions from Study A 
(Continued) 
TITIM STE FT 
Cycle Time 
Min. x 100 A3-13N A3-15Q 
Operator 





13 1 3 
1i 2 2 13 15 2 1 
15 9 6 33 17 2 1 1 
16 17 8 32 32 3 12 2 
17 21 13 27 25 12 13 5 
18 27 24 16 18 14 31 11 
19 21 22 13 11 23 26 12 
20 15 21.i 7 3 23 18 15 
21 17 13 6 11 17 1 16 
22 11 16 2 2 11 3 15 
23 6 10 4 9 9 21 
21 2 7 2 9 1 13 
25 2 1 4 1 3 
26 1 1. 1 2 10 
27 1 3 1 5 
28 1 6 8 
29 1 1 
30 2 











TOTALS 150 150 150 150 110 1130 150 
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Table ). Rork-Ti Jistributions Fran O rates in Study No. P 
Cycle Tines 
in Frames 31-1,2 31-2: 11-3U 
aporator 
11-4B 91-5",? 131-6g 31.-7G 
229.5-239.5 1 
239.5-249.5 3 1 3 
249.5-259.5 9 2 4 
259.5-269.5 1 5 5 8 
269.5-279.5 4 4 6 2 5 
279.5-289.5 1 6 4 3 
289.5-299.5 2 2 1 3 
299.5-309.5 2 2 5 3 
309.5-319.5 7 14 1 1. 2 
319.5-329.5 14 2 1 4 
329.5-339.5 1 2 1 1 
339.5-349.5 1 1 2 




















TOTALS 	23 	41 	33 	8 
	
21 	41 





in ZraLles B2-1H B2-2. 
Operator 
B2-3M 	B2-4X 
209.5-219.5 1 1 
219.5-229.5 2 3 
229.5-239.5 7 3 9 
239.5-249.5 3 17 1 10 16 
249.5-259.5 1 9 3 12 10 
259.5-269.5 2 10 6 7 1. 16 
269.5-279.5 6 8 U 4 11 
279.5-289.5 5 la 15 4 
239.5-299.5 10 t, 3 5 1 3 
299.5-309.5 13 3 7 3 7 3 
309.5-319.5 2 6 5 14 14 1 
319.5-329.5 1 6 8 1 
329.5-339.5 2 14 1 12 2 
339.5-349.5 4 2 6 
349.5-359.5 2 2 3 b. 1 
359.5-369.5 1 2 4 5 
369.5-379.5 1 1 6 
379.5-389.5 1 3 
389.5-399.5 2 
399.5-409.5 1 3 1 1 
409.5-419.5 1 
419.5-1429.5 2 1 
429.5-439.5 1 1. 
439.5-449.5 




TOTALS 	66 	79 	69 	76 	65 	al 
Table, 2. Wor- _nix tribut'ons Front L 	 _ Study 7,To. 
(Con„in 
Cycle 	s 
in i7ra;ines B3-1R 33-2S 
0)e -rator 







229.5-239.5 3 12 9 
239.5-249.5 9 16 13 1 
249.5-259.5 1 7 14 23 1 
259.5-269.5 2 9 13 16 1 
269.5.279.5 U 9 9 8 1 
279.5-289.5 1 10 8 4 6 7 
289.5-299.5 9 8 2 8 9 
299.5-309.5 4 10 4 2 2 5 
309.5-319.5 14 13 3 1 4 6 
319.5-329.5 9 1 3 1 2 8 
322.5-339.5 2 10 3 2 12 
339.5-349.5 5 2 2 
349.5-359.5 3 3 3 
359.5-369.5 3 3 
369.5-379.5 3 1 2 
379.5-389.5 2 3 1 
359.5-399.5 2 3 
399.5-409.5 1 







TOTALS 42 81 73 92 69 
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Table 10. Stable Work—Ti: 	requency Distributions Yron. Study A 
Cycle Time 	 Operator 
Min. x 100 A1-2B 	A1-5E 	A3-13N 	A3-15Q 	A3-161t 
11 	1 	 1 	2 12 1 	 4 5 13 	4 	2 	 3 	9 1)4  
	
19 6 2 	13 	15 55 15 	25 	7 : 	9 33 17 	91 16 29 11 - 	 17 	32 	32 121 17 	19 	30 21 27 25 	122 18 12 23 	27 	16 	18 96 19 	7 	ih 21 13 1 1 66 20 ff 16 	15 	7 	3 	46 21 	 1 	6 17 6 la 41 22 1 2 	11 	2 	2 	18 23 	2 	1 6 4 13 24 2 	2 	 2 	6 25 	 3 1 4 26 1 	1 	3 27 	 1 	 1 28 
29 
1 
TOT4IS 	125 	125 	150 	150 	150 	700 
1 
Table 11, 3 -table '4ork-TinB Frequency Listra,utions From Sty B 
Cycle Time 
in Frames 132-10M B2-13J 
Operator 
B3-15T 	B3-16P B3-17R B3-18Q ALL 
209.5-219.5 1 h 
219.5-229.5 3 1 8 12 
229.5-239.5 9 3 12 9 33 
239.5-249.5 1 16 9 16 13 55 
20.5-259.5 3 10 1 7 14 23 58 
259.5-269.5 6 16 2 9 13 16 62 
269.5-279.5 11 11 11 9 9 a 59 
279.5-289.5 11 4 10 8 4 6 43 
289.5-299.5 3 3 9 a 2 3 33 
299.5-309.5 7 3 10 14 2 2 28 
309.5-319.5 5 1 13 3 1 4 27 
319.5-329.5 6 1 1 3 1 2 14 
329.5-339.5 4 2 10 3 2 21 
339.5-349.5 5 2 7 
349.5-359.5 1 3 3 7 
359.5-369.5 2 4 2 1 9 
369.5-379.5 1 1 2 
379.5-389.5 3 3 
369.5-399.5 
399.5-409.5 3 
409.5-419.5 1 1 
419.5-429.5 
429.5-439.5 1 2 








524,532 	 5 
649,252 6 
588,200 	 6 
522,049 6 
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Table 12. Sums and Sums of Squares 	a t s of 
Raw Data by Film Shots 
Sums of Cy 1e  
Operator 	Shot 	Times in Frames 
Sums of Squares 	Number 
of Cycle is Cycles For 
in Frames 	 allot 
31-2E 	4 	3,485 	 1,027,623 	12 
5 3,263 991,849 11 
6 	2,768 	 771,994 	 10 
7 2,260 643,178 8 
81-3V 	4 	3,434 	 994,546 	 12 
6 3,171 923,835 11 
7 	2,966 	 887,980 	 10 
B1-4B 	7 	2,430 	 145,824 	 8 
B1-5F 	5 	1,196 	 361,670 	 4 
7 1,507 571,823 4 




7 	2,676  
379,332 	 2 
1,064,088 5 






4 	2 ,,786 	 778,962 	 10 
5 2,995 823,935 11 
6 	3,238 	 963,804 	 11 
7 2,996 1,018,850 9 
1 	2,378 	 813 814 	 7 
2 2,777 8640015 9 
3 	2,163 	 6830 881 	 7 
4 2,434 750,164 8 
5 	2,486 	 690,238 	 9 
6 2,639 777,753 9 
7 	1,807 	 546,731 	 6 
8 3,577 1,186,801 11 
Table 12. Sums and Sums of Squares of Cycle Times of 
Raw Data by Film Shots 
(Continued) 
Sums of Squares 	Number 
Sums of Cycle 	of Cycle Times Cycles Per 


































B2-10M 	1 	2,888 	 949,414 	 9 
2 2,055 606,567 8 
3 	2,419 	 737,h49 	 8 
4 2,752 870,752 9 
5 	3,463 	 1,004,933 	 12 
6 3,701 1,151,363 12 
8 	3,823 	 1,241,605 	 12 
132-111 	1 	2,855 	 823,301 	 10 
2 3,417 990,655 12 
3 	3,374 	 973,822 	 12 
4 3,327 930,127 12 
5 	2,725 	 752,951 	 10 
6 2,812 733,090 11 
7 	 875 	 258,429 	 3 
8 2,208 855,802 6 
132-122 	1 	2,010 	 830,934 	 5 
2 2,623 1,002,971 7 
3 	2,813 	 992,425 	 8 
4 3,668 1,244,430 11 
5 	3 .9 460 	 1,049,518 	 9 
6 3,048 1,044,228 9 
7 	2,662 	 886,370 	 8 
8 2,730 937,864 8 
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Table 12. .Ams and', --:117129 of •quares of Cycle Times of 
Ram Uata by Film ::.hots 
(Continuod) 
Sums of Cycle 
erator 	Mot 	Times in ?rales 























6 3,557 	 . 
918,493 
12 
7 	3,013 10 








3 	 11 
4 1,216 4 
5 	3,063 	 362,831 1/ 
6 1,601 436,034 	 6 
7 	2,975 	 903,975 10 
1 3,452 927,902 	13 
':vng of Squart 
























Table 12. Sums and Sums of Sqrares of Cycle Tines of 
Raw Data by Film Shots 
(Continued) 
Suns of Squmres 	NuMber 
Sums of Cycle 	of Cycle Times Cycles Per 
Operator 	Shot 	Times in Frames in Frames 	Shot 
	




3 	 3,069 787,307 	 12 
4 1,596 426,676 6 
5 	 3,042 	 776,372 	 12 
6 3,365 831,147 13 
7 	3,191 	 788,679 	 13 
8 3,292 843,298 13 
B3-18Q 	1 	2,752 	 7600 004 	 10 
2 3,093 882,079 11 
3 	 3,447 	 921,501 	 13 
4 2,711 739,037 10 
5 	3,185 	 850,279 	 12 
6 2,902 772,092 u 
7 	3,385 	 889,465 	 13 
8 3,039 773,597 12 
133-19N 	1 	1,812 	 674,272 	 5 
2 2,431 740,383 8 
3 	 3,602 	 1,201,602 	 11 
4 2,352 792,252 7 
5 	 2,601 	 767,315 	 9 
6 3,340 1,126) 788 10 
7 	3,047 	 1,043,811 	 9 








1,217,944 731,445 	841,500 	999,364 1,141,450 
N = 6,562,083  
2562 - 6;3604 746 
926,727 	527,878 
445,252,2m  
a! I! = 6,386,308 
= 6,562,083 - 6,386 ,308 = 175,775  
14. Sample Calculations and Formulae Used for the 
Analysis of Variance 
Figure 





= 6,562,083 	- 6,360,746  
SUM OF SQUARES D. F. MEAN SQUARE F RATIO 
25,562 6 4,260 F 4 260 
- 1 
175,775 63 2,790 . 527 
201,337 69 
F95 (6,63) = 2.3 
F80 (6,63) = 1.5 
SHOT 1 2 3 
Ti
2 8,340,544 4,223,025 5,851,561 7,573,504 














d df d3f 5t1 f 
239.5-259.5 	2149.5 4 -4 -16 64 -256 57.1 f 
259.5-279.5 269.5 17 -3 -51 153 -459 37.1 f 
279.5-299.5 	289.5 14 -2 -28 56 -112 17.1 f 
- 12 299.5-319.5 309.5 12 -1 -12 12 2.9 f 
319.5-339.5 	329.5 10 o U 0 0 22.9 f 
339.5-359.5 3i9.5 5 1 5 5 5 _, 42.9 f 
359.5-379.5 	369.5 3 2 6 12 24 62.9 f 
379.5-399.5 389.5 0 3 0 0 0 -- 
399.5-419.5 	409.5 3 ' 	4 12 138 192 102.9 f 
419.5-439.5 429.5 1 t: _ 5 25 125 122.9 f 
Totals 69 -79 375 -493 2197.1 
v, 
 
1/N x Sums 	 -1.145 5.434 	-7.144 
-2 	 -3 d = 1.310 	d 2: -1.500 
Mean 
c 	— 20(-1.1135) + 329.5 306.6 
Variance a,10. 	d  Deviation  
, - (12 = 5.434 - 1.310 = 4.124 
- 0.62 
Skewness 
-4 3 L. v, - 3v2a +270 = -7.144 - 3(5.434)(-1.1)15) + 2(-1.500) 
__7.1.1j4 3 18.666 - 3.000 - 8.522 
r 6.42 _ 1.02 
1 	17;f 3 	8.376 
Peakedness 
a .4 meaa deviation 	/X . 2197.],_169  
standard deviation 	G-x 	- 40.62 	- 
Figure 15. Sample Calculations and Formulae for 






























































1.0000 69.0 69 11.192 
r = 306.6 	 6-- = 40.62 	 Degrees of Freedom = 4 
Probability Level 0.02 
Figure 16. Sample Calculations for Fitting the Normal Curve 
to the Experimental Distributions. 
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259.5 2.4141 -1.25 .1057 
.3489 10.3 17 4.358 
279.5 2.446h -0.66 .2546 
.1976 13.6 113 0.012 
299.5 2.4764 -0.12 .4522 
.1995 13.8 12 0.235 
319.5 2.5045 	0.39 .6517 
.1562 10.8 10 0.059 
339.5 2.5308 	0.87 .8079 
.0987 6.8 5 0.476 
359.5 2.5557 	1.32 .9066 
.0934 6.4 7 0.056 
cqo 
1.0000 69.0 69 6.688 
2: 2.4830 Lo 
x a  0.055 Degrees of Freedom = 4 
Probability Level 0.16 
Figure 17. Sample Calculmtions for Fitting the Log Normal 
Curve to the Experimental Distributions. 
0P7P.T0 732-101"; 
6P 
Upper Class 	t 
Limit Area 
	
Interval Pearson 	Observed 















































1.0000 68.9 69 2.416 
306.6 
	
r-x 40.62 	 r 
Degrees of Freedom 
Probability Level 0.50 
Figure 18. 3a p1e Calciltsvtions for Fitting a Pearson Type III 
Curve to the ExperLmental Distributions. 
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